The JNIOR Control Panel can be used in theatres where manual control is required. It connects to the JNIOR sensor port to provide manual control of the JNIOR functions and feedback status lights. The control functions and status lights are all easily configurable by the user via the Cinema.jnior software program. The JNIOR Control Panel also contains a speaker that can be utilized to play alarm sounds or custom sounds provided, or configured, by the user.

The JNIOR Control Panel contains:

- 6 two-position switches (12 total input selections)
- 12 LED status lights
- Alarm Horn (Speaker)

The JNIOR Control Panel switches can be used to trigger relay outputs or macros running on the JNIOR. The macros can run various theater functions including masking control, lighting set-up, preshow configurations, movie start and end configurations, projectors, and a variety of other functions. The JNIOR Control Panel and the cinema.jnior application can be easily added and configured for use with new JNIORs, or in the field for use with existing JNIORs using the JNIOR Support Tool.
Installation

The JNIOR Control Panel can be mounted in any 19-inch equipment rack. The Control Panel is 2U in height.

As an option, the Control Panel can be mounted in a box so that the complete unit can be wall mounted.